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Abstract: The aim of this explorative study is to find out how the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) has affected the forest and chain of custody (CoC) certification strategies and practices among the Finnish wood industry companies. We are especially interested to find out whether more integrated strategies and collaborative networks have emerged for enhanced communications throughout the industry value chains. This qualitative interview study included both EUTR ex ante and ex post analysis, based on three rounds of managerial and expert interviews during 2011–2015. The results indicate that the EUTR appears to have enforced the supplier–client relations in the Finnish wood industry value chain. The sector still lacks integrated communication strategies with better understanding of customer and stakeholder values, which could contribute to more cohesive communication and marketing efforts reflecting the values of the whole industry. The certification practices are fairly spontaneously implemented following the traditional industry culture, which is not supportive of innovations and gaining competitive advantages in the broader material markets. Furthermore, the existence of two parallel forest certificates (Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC)) seems to hamper the effective communication and building of an image of sustainable wood products among customers and end consumers, groups that are also exposed to more general environmental communication, e.g., in the building material markets.
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1. Introduction

Forest and chain of custody (CoC) certifications have been blamed for being unable to capture substantial market shares, or bringing in competitive advantage or price premiums, e.g., [1,2]. This is particularly the case for downstream consumer markets, despite consumer perceptions towards certification and sustainable forest management practices being fairly positive [3–5]. Overall, studies have shown that there is a lack of certification communication and marketing strategies targeting end consumer markets. Basically, no explicitly stated strategies exist, as Chen et al. [6] suggested in the North American case. In the Nordic case, strategies have been adopted only at the primary production level to mainly target industrial customers [2,7].

Changes in the institutional environment can be seen as opportunities to enhance implementation of strategies, to improve the cohesiveness of the entire value-network, and tapping into new market opportunities [8–11]. The wood industry companies, and their certification strategies, have also evolved over time as a result of changes in the institutional environment [12–15]. However, still, a characteristic of the wood industries and certified forest products is the lack of strategies throughout the value chain aimed at building end-consumer awareness on sustainable forest certification vs. non-certified or other material products.

The most recent example of institutional influence on forest and CoC certifications is the emergence of the EU Timber Regulation No. 995/2010 (EUTR), which came into force 3 March, 2013. The EUTR is the first reform in the EU aimed at prohibiting the trade and import of illegally harvested timber and timber products [16]. Operators who place timber and timber products on the EU market for the first time are required to attest to the legality and origin of the timber and exercise “due diligence”. All subsequent traders throughout the supply chain are additionally obligated to identify the operators or traders that have supplied the timber and timber products and, where applicable, the traders to whom they have forwarded the timber and timber products. Operators already using existing supervision systems under national legislation or any voluntary CoC mechanism that complies with the requirements of the Regulation are not required to set up new systems [16], but to exercise “due diligence”. Certification and other third party verification that applies public standards and on-field monitoring (e.g., forest and CoC certification of the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) are recognized as risk assessment and mitigation elements of due diligence systems [17]. Consequently, the EUTR as a new institutional regulative element [9–11] can be seen as an opportunity to enhance diffusion of markets of forest and CoC certified products. Alternatively, the EUTR requirements for “due diligence” and other legality verification systems may partly act as a substitute for forest and CoC certifications.

The aim of this explorative qualitative interview study is to determine how the EUTR has affected the certification strategies and practices among the Finnish wood industry companies. Especially we are interested to find out whether more integrated strategies and collaborative networks have emerged due to
introduction of EUTR for enhanced communications throughout the industry value chains. This analysis is done on three value-chain levels including primary-, value-added, and retail/wholesale—levels in order to better understand the collaborative nature of the whole value-network. Managerial interviews are executed *ex ante* and *ex post* the EUTR. To draw more comprehensive understanding, the analysis includes expert views about the EUTR impacts on the forest and CoC certification strategies and practices. Based on the analysis, we are able to make some managerial implications for further developing sustainability management and communication in the value chain and in certification organizations, supporting the creation of more collaborative and cohesive value-networks.

2. Literature on Markets for Certified Forest Products and EUTR

According to Schepers [18], customer demand has inherently been the major driver for the uptake of (FSC) forest certification. Schepers [18] suggests that the demand for forest and CoC certification originates from wholesalers and retailers and, as a form of corporate responsibility, in the large-scale pulp and paper product companies (*i.e.*, business-to-business demand). Public procurement and other policies [14,19,20], in addition to pressure from non-governmental organizations (NGOs) [13,21,22] or investors [23], have similarly contributed to the uptake of forest certification. Moreover, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) likely behave differently in terms of certification and other corporate responsibility practices compared to the large-scale pulp and paper industry [24].

Van Kooten *et al.* [25] used comprehensive data from 117 countries concerning consumer behavior and perceptions, especially those involved in international markets, and found it to have stimulated the uptake of forest certification. In the early 2000s, Kärnä *et al.* [26] found, from a marketing perspective, the greenness level of European forest product companies to be associated with the perceived importance of forest certification. Owari *et al.* [2] suggested that wood product supplier companies do not fully exercise their right to use certification labels, but rather use minimal cost and effort to demonstrate their environmental responsiveness by focusing on the environmentally sensitive United Kingdom and German markets. According to Räty *et al.* [7], forest certification at the product level is currently not recognized as an ecolabel by end consumers in comparison to, *e.g.*, “the Nordic Swan” [27], suggesting that both end consumer demand and forest and CoC certification markets continue to be of limited scope.

While the existing forest CoC certificates are an acceptable measure for the legality verification of timber products, *ex ante* impact assessment studies [28] suggested that only some minor additional operator costs would likely be incurred after making these systems fully compatible with EUTR requirements. Brown and Bird [29] additionally suggested that the areas of certification, such as system governance and supplier accreditation, are already well-managed in private forest certification schemes, and thus implementing forest certification as an assurance for timber legality would contribute to reduced costs and administrative work for operators required to establish due diligence systems according to the EUTR. More recently, Cashore and Stone [18] proposed that public policies such as the Lacey act in the US and the EUTR with their various legality verification forms may potentially have a positive effect on the uptake of certification especially in countries where forest certification has failed to achieve widespread support. Additionally, some other policy assessments on the EUTR exist, *e.g.*, [30] analyzing the meanings, accomplishments, and obstacles for the implementation. Trishkin *et al.* [31] analyzed a
case company’s due diligence system and forest CoC certification (FSC) and found them to comply with the EUTR requirements, while the law enforcement in the EU member states was found immature.

There are also some early signs of changes in global trade flows. For example, according to the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) [32], the first year of EUTR implementation indicates a shift in consumption to more reliance on wood harvested and manufactured in the EU, and firms appear to have moved away from sourcing from high-risk countries. In the case of the EU Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade—initiative, Giurca et al. [33] found spillover of high-risk timber to non-EU countries and they anticipated same to happen as a result of introduction of the EUTR.

Despite several early impact and policy-assessments, there is a lack of studies showing how operators and forest industry companies have with the emergence of EUTR changed their strategies and practices in the European markets.

3. Conceptual Framework

According to the institutional theory in organization studies, changes in the institutional environment have implications on company practices [34], as well as strategies and relationships [35]. Institutional structure typically consists of three main elements; regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive, while changes in one element may affect the other elements and thereby effect on the institutional logic [11]. This study introduces a framework to analyze impact of a new institutional regulative element on organization strategies and practices in the case of forest and CoC certifications.

Following the institutional theory in organization studies, e.g., Grewal and Dharwadkar [36], the normative element includes strategies, while the cultural-cognitive element covers single actions and practices (e.g., the adoption of certificates, -standards, -environmental management, and -legality systems, public and communication campaigns). The conceptual framework (Figure 1) helps us to analyze the impact of one regulative element on the certain concepts of normative and cultural-cognitive-elements, i.e., it helps us to describe the institutional logic in organizations ex ante and ex post the EUTR. In addition, our framework considers three value-chain levels including primary-, value-added, and retail/wholesale-levels in order to better understand the relationships and collaborative nature of the whole value-network.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** The conceptual framework considering the institutional elements of forest and CoC certification strategies and practices. The analysis is implemented *ex ante* and *ex post* the EUTR and at the different stages of value chain.
4. Materials and Methods

We apply the categorization of the supplier-facing, customer-facing, and outward-facing strategies in the analysis of the normative element and different certification strategies adopted by the companies. Supplier-facing strategies are usually adopted in the industry’s total quality management (TQM) [37,38], while more state-of-the-art customer-facing strategies are adopted in customer relationship management (CRM), e.g., [39–41], can lead to more product and service innovations and improved infrastructure to enhance customer value perceptions and strengthen customer engagement and loyalty [42]. Finally, companies link with both suppliers and customers, through their outward-facing strategy [43] and also with other stakeholders [44] by integrating more generalized strategies for different production levels with transparent and revealed stakeholder value focus in order to improve the cohesiveness of the entire value-network and the business performance of the overall value chain [8]. This also contributes to the better understanding of companies about how stakeholder-value and social capital can influence value creation and long-term profitability [44].

The cultural–cognitive element represented by actions, practices, and functions (e.g., the adoption of certificates, standards, environmental management, and legality systems, public and communication campaigns) can be either planned (implementing strategies) or spontaneous (steered by the industry culture) [45]. While up-to-date strategies, as well as planned actions and practices, deliberate the whole institutional environment, the spontaneous actions and practices are only considered within the cultural-cognitive environment. If this environment is aligned with the whole institutional environment, even spontaneous actions can be effective. However, if the spontaneous actions do not comply with the institutional order, they may disturb the institutional balance and cause ineffective or even negative outcomes [45].

Our study applies a case study approach and qualitative interviews to analyze the strategies and practices related to forest and CoC certification uptake at different levels of the Finnish forest industry value chain, ex ante and ex post of the EUTR. Finland is an example of an export dependent country with a high coverage of forest and CoC certification, as 95% of the total timber harvest and nearly all wood product exports to European markets are already certified under a PEFC certificate [46].

According to Yin [47], one of the strengths of conducting case studies is that their design enables the examination of contemporary events in a well-defined and restricted context by applying a wide variety of evidence, including, e.g., documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations. Following Yin [47], a case study design must include research question(s), propositions, unit(s) of analysis, and a determination of how to link data to the propositions, and finally criteria to interpret the findings. Another strength of case studies is gaining insights into meanings (i.e., cognitive-culture and norms), which furthermore may give rise to emerging and critical issues rather than generalizable grand narratives [48].

Qualitative interviews formed the empirical part of the research and they were carried out in three stages. The stage 1 semi-structured interviews were conducted in 2011 ex ante the EUTR among 17 Finnish forest industry companies at different levels of the value chain (for more details, see Perttula [49]). The applied sampling method was purposive sampling [50,51], where the aim was to include the entire Finnish wood product value chain, including diversity in terms of company size, export activities, geographical location, and products at different levels of the value chain (i.e., among primary producers, value-added producers including furniture and interior decoration, construction companies,
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wood products wholesalers, and retailers). The interviewees were CEOs, marketing managers, environmental managers, or persons responsible for production or sales. The interviews were conducted face-to-face except one by telephone and they lasted between 30 and 60 min. The obtained data (see questionnaire in Appendix A) included information on forest and CoC certification and strategies to communicate with suppliers, customers, consumers, competitors, NGOs, and other stakeholders. Data on use of other certification and environmental management systems (e.g., Finnish Key Flag Symbol, Nordic ecolabel, Realwood, ISO14001, EMAS) were also obtained as they can facilitate the adoption of more specific forest and CoC certification criteria [17,19].

The stage 2 semi-structured interviews conducted in October–November 2012 focused on the expert views on how EUTR is going to impact forest and CoC certification and strategies among Finnish forest industries. The interviews were conducted on seven experts selected as being representative of a range of actors in the forest certification sector: timber legality verification, environmental performance measures (EPMs) and based on their involvement as stakeholder representatives in EUTR policy development and national implementation. These included two personal interviews with the certification associations (both PEFC and FSC), three certification/verification bodies, and representatives of timber producers (The Central Union of Agricultural Producers and Forest Owners) and wood industries (The Finnish Forest Industries Federation). Stage 2 interviews generally lasted for 60 min. The themes in the questionnaire for experts (Appendix A) assessed the general organization of Finnish stakeholders to meet the EUTR and impacts on forest and CoC certification. For this analysis, to be in line with stage 1 information, the experts were asked to consider the effects at different levels of the Finnish wood production value chain including raw material producers, primary producers, value-added producers, construction companies, wood products wholesalers and retailers, and consumers.

Stage 3 ex post EUTR interviews were conducted to reflect the impact of the EUTR on organizational strategies and practices regarding forest and CoC certification. The stage 3 interviews took place in March 2015, two years after the introduction of the EUTR, and with the same target group as stage 1. The questions (Appendix A) were set to gain updated information resulting from the EUTR and to also reflect possible tradeoffs between forest certification and legality verification. This was performed keeping in mind the proposition by Cashore and Stone [18] that legality verification requirements are most likely supportive of global certification and good forest governance initiatives. Stage 3 interviews were conducted via the telephone, with interviews lasting 10 to 30 min. A total of 15 Finnish forest industry companies at different levels of the value chain were reached during stage 3.

All interviews were conducted in Finnish, which was the native language for both interviewers and interviewees, and then translated into English. Due to the confidential nature of the interviews, the names of interviewees are not reported in our study. However, to ensure replicability, anonymously coded interview transcriptions are available from the corresponding author upon request. Since data collection was performed by conducting personal and phone interviews, as well as by collecting evolving EU legislation documentation over nearly a five-year time span, the process provided researchers the possibility of comprehensively reflecting upon the content, and the three stages also complete one another to fill the aims of the research. The results with saturated data [50] give valid and reliable insights into meanings (i.e., role of cognitive-culture and norms) regarding the certification strategies and practices in the case of the Finnish wood industry value chain. However, our results cannot be generalized to other countries and contexts.
5. Results

5.1. Use of Forest Certification and CoC ex Ante EUTR (Stage 1)

The summary of the Finnish wood production value chain interviews (Appendix B) illustrates the use of forest and CoC certification and the environmental management systems, as well as different environmental communication strategies (strategy type, main message, planned/spontaneous uptake of certificates). The analysis is presented among different types of forest industry companies including the value-chain level, wood origin, exports share, and company size.

Large companies are primary level producers in the Finnish wood production value chain, while value-added producers are mostly SMEs. The companies representing the construction sector and wholesales and retailing in our sample are large. The exports share is large among the primary producers and also in most of the value-added companies, while wholesalers/retailers act in the domestic market.

At least one sustainable forest management certificate (mainly PEFC) and environmental management system certificate (mainly ISO14001) was in use among the primary producers, while being used only by companies targeting export markets among the value-added producers. Certification practices were found to vary among the downstream value-chain actors (construction, wholesale/retail).

Based on our analysis, most of the Finnish wood industry companies in the sample had customer-facing environmental certification strategies. Through the certificates these companies aimed to convey information from their suppliers to their customers, mostly concerning wood origin and environmental sustainability. However, this was done without creating any competitive advantage over competitors arising from the certification. The interviewed managers seemed to be unaware of the broader value base of their customers or other stakeholders, and only believed their customers to benefit from certification mainly through market access and a larger market share, while price premiums for certified products were not expected. Companies, overall, did not share information or cooperate in environmental promotions with their suppliers, customers, or other stakeholders. Only one retailer mentioned the distribution of environmental information as an important channel for customer cooperation and product development. The uptake of certificates among these companies was seen to be spontaneous when dealing with emerging issues from their international clients or their actions were based on culture and habits, as well as imitating other companies. The following quote presents an example of industry logic and culture in steering the spontaneous actions: “End consumers in the Finnish market do not ask for certificates in timber products”. Fulfilling the business-to-business demand from the export markets is not seen as an opportunity by primary producers to co-create value as the following quote shows: “PEFC is currently seen as mandatory and that is the reason why we have begun using it. We operate in business-to-business markets and forest certificates are important to our customers”.

Only one value-added company had a supplier-facing strategy requiring the Finnish Flag (product manufactured in Finland)—certificate from its suppliers, but it had no actual strategy to meet customer demand if any were presented by the customers.

Three value-added companies seemed to have an outward-facing strategy for their certification, as one company representative’s comment suggests: “We also want to be a truly ethical company and the labels help us prove this. From the marketing point of view, the labels’ reputations are important and also that they are known so well”. While these managers were reflecting their own company values...
towards certificates, they were not very aware of their customer or other stakeholder values. In this regard, certification uptake was not seen to implement any strategy, but rather to be quite spontaneous action. One manager in a construction company additionally seemed to reflect an outward-facing certification strategy concerning its own company values, but not that of its customers or other stakeholders as the following quote shows: “The most important incentive [for obtaining certification] has been the values of the company. We want to act in an environmentally friendly manner and do more than the law requires of us”.

Only one interviewee of a primary/value-added company expressed an outward-facing strategy with the intent of communicating to a larger audience. In addition to other outward-facing strategy companies, this company interviewee was also more aware of customer values through communicating and evaluating customers’ environmental statements: “The company’s customers are very environmentally aware, they use certified products, make their own life cycle assessment [LCA] calculations and detailed environmental statements”. This same company interviewee also reported the company’s aim of improving supplier understanding and NGO value bases, as the following statements suggest: “The company requires certificates from suppliers and we also make some inquiries concerning environmental issues.” and “The company cooperates to a certain degree with the World Wildlife Fund [WWF] and Greenpeace. We aim to exchange information with them, but we do not invite input from them when making business decisions”. As these comments also suggest, the evaluation and integration of different stakeholder values into strategies and processes remains challenging. In addition, this particular primary/value-added company with an outward-facing strategy seemed to strive for reflecting the company’s values and meeting its stakeholders’ requirements for corporate responsibility through certification, as the following quote suggests: “ISO 14001 is in use and our own strategy is the main incentive. The measures, standards, and auditing are rather expensive but this is also a relative concept. If you don’t have them, it is impossible to do business”. Therefore, in this one primary/value-added company only, the certification uptake seemed to be planned (implementing the chosen environmental strategy) rather than being solely spontaneous (implementing the industry culture).

5.2. Expert Perceptions on EUTR Affecting Forest and CoC Certification Strategies and Uptake (Stage 2)

The stage 2 semi-structured interviews (Appendix A) assessed the expert perceptions on EUTR impacts on forest and CoC certification and strategies. In stage 2, experts widely representing forest sector decision-makers perceived that no pressure for substantial additional requirements or for incurring additional costs resulting from the implementation of EUTR for the Finnish wood industry value chain would emerge. By implication, the status quo based on having a 95% certified timber harvest in Finland is likely to be sufficient to meet the basic requirements of EUTR. This is illustrated by a quote from a forest owner representative, referring to the implementation instructions issued by the Agency for Rural Affairs, which acts as the national authority for EUTR application: “The existing obligatory notification of forest use and measurement reporting would form the due diligence system for those Finnish timber producers that place timber on the EU market for the first time. This would be in accordance with the EUTR recognizing that any existing supervision systems under national legislation may be used as the basis of the due diligence system”.
For imported timber, both the PEFC and FSC certification systems aligned their CoC standards in 2013 to comply with the EUTR requirements. PEFC introduced the 2013 PEFC CoC standard with its integral PEFC Due Diligence System (PEFC DDS) [52] and FSC published applicable national and local laws and regulations in relation to both FSC certification and FSC’s standards on controlled wood (CoC) [53]. The FSC Controlled Wood Standard is a CoC system requiring the FSC certificate from all chain operators beginning from the raw material producer. PEFC contrastingly provides a standalone PEFC Due Diligence System, but only for timber legality verification purposes. There are also several existing codes of conduct (e.g. the Confederation of European Paper Industries’ (CEPI) codes for legality assurance) used by companies in lieu of the legality verification/assurance of timber and timber products, which include such requirements as knowledge of timber origin, a preference for certified wood, and a prohibition of wood from unverified origins, protected areas, or intact natural forests. An industry representative notes the effect of the operation scale: “Such codes of conduct and traceability systems are currently mainly used by the large timber companies, but less so by the SMEs that focus on domestic markets”.

The following comment was received from a certification company, when experts were asked whether they believe the EUTR will reduce the costs of attaining certification: “More work and expenses are required for the auditing process due to more requirements and documentations needed for the EUTR. However, this is only the case for operators that are obligated to exercise due diligence, whereas the certification costs at other, following levels of the value chain may be somewhat lower due to improved transparency”.

The expert interviewees were next asked to assess whether the EUTR would require changes in company-level practices and strategies. The experts’ opinions indicate an unanimous view that a strategic commitment to the EUTR is necessary among companies that place timber and timber products on the EU market for the first time and that have to fulfill the obligation of exercising due diligence. In the Finnish case, this particularly concerns timber and timber product importers at the beginning of the value chain, including the SMEs that traded without timber traceability systems prior to the EUTR. However, the experts perceived that a strategic commitment towards the consumer end of the value chain varies with product type and customer demand for certification.

According to Finnish wood industry representatives, the main obligation set by the EUTR for all traders throughout the supply chain is to demonstrate the legality of their timber products and also to establish a system for gathering information. They claimed that this requires the establishment of improved and harmonized procurement functions and more developed information systems, especially at the end of the value chain, while the information systems in place at the beginning of the Finnish wood production value chain were already perceived as sufficient.

While new practices and the establishment of costly information systems are required, particularly for SMEs currently without any existing systems, the industry representative, e.g., remained skeptical that these companies would adopt forest and CoC certification: “Certification is not expected to increase significantly among smaller companies due to the prohibitive certification costs that would be incurred. Thus the EUTR is not likely to promote the supply of certified timber product specifications”.

The interviewees were furthermore fairly unanimously skeptical that the EUTR would have any significant effect on increasing end consumer demand for certified timber products. On the other hand, some respondents stated that increase in demand may occur, which could be attributed to the increased
public visibility and knowledge of timber certification, generating business-to-business demand and some increased demand from end consumers, as the following quote by a certification organization shows: “There is hardly any end consumer demand for certified wood products in Finland. However, there are signs that the building industry is showing interest towards using certified products, which will create pressure on the wholesaler/retailer level to obtain certification. This can be attributed to our active marketing campaign that targets constructors and wholesalers, but there are also actors in these groups that are concerned about fulfilling the EUTR requirements”. Although the progress in green building initiatives is fairly modest in Finland, some interviewees expressed the hope of a growing interest in certification from the construction value chain, where public investments and green procurement policies play an increasingly vital role (see Nikolakis et al. [23] for the North American market or Wang et al. [54] for the UK market).

The experts additionally unanimously voiced that the EUTR requires the establishment of due diligence systems for the extra EU-imported timber, and that to some extent this is likely to increase the supply of both certified softwood and certified hardwood timber imports. This could contribute to the improved availability of certified timber imports in European markets, as well as improved business-to-business demand and a more transparent value chain. The following comment from an industry representative revealed that the supplier-client relations in the Finnish wood industry value chain are well established and entrenched: “The entrenched supply relations will be forced to change only if suppliers are unable to fulfill the EUTR requirements. These relations may even be stronger with closer cooperation, if the current suppliers are seen to comply with the EUTR”.

5.3. Use of Forest Certification and CoC ex Post EUTR (Stage 3)

The stage 3 ex post EUTR interviews (Appendix A) were conducted in early 2015 to reflect the impact of the EUTR on organizational strategies and practices regarding forest and CoC certifications and possible tradeoffs between forest certification and legality verification. The stage 3 interviews also included open discussions on strategies and practices integrating stakeholders and particularly targeting end consumer markets.

Since the stage 1 interviews, only one wholesale/retail company had adopted PEFC and one wholesale and one primary/value-added company had introduced FSC as their double-certification. In addition, one construction company was in the process of adopting a sustainable housing certificate (with no third party auditing required). These interviewees unanimously said that the uptake of these new certificates was not induced by the introduction of the EUTR, and because of their existing certificates there was no need for initiating additional procedures or establishing legality verification systems. Only one value-added SME without any certificates, environmental management systems, or legality verification systems was considering introducing a forest CoC certificate in the near future. However, according to their company representative, this would depend on whether the company was able to increase the production and processing of wood products and sign contracts with bigger wholesale/retail companies.

Regarding customer demand for explicit certificates or more accurate environmental/sustainability information, primary producers (such as sawmills) expressed an increase in inquiries arising from the processing industry and wholesale-/retail-level companies. For example, one wholesale company had received inquiries concerning the forest and CoC certificates from big construction companies initiating
sustainable construction projects, but otherwise the demand for certificates was generally found to be nonexistent. No indication of customer demand or a growing number of inquiries concerning wood origin and related certificates was also observed among the construction companies. This is clear from a comment given by a construction company representative: “Legality and origin are known but no one asks about them, which is frustrating in terms of maintaining such systems. Sustainability certificates have no added value in private consumer markets because quality issues are more of interest”.

Based on our results, from the strategic perspective, no substantial changes among wood product suppliers have occurred resulting from compliance with the EUTR requirements. One wholesale/retail company noted that in 2014 the company systematically checked that all its suppliers comply with the requirements, but no changes were required. The representative of this company, however, noted the uncertainty concerning the different product categories: “The uncertainty of which products will be included [in the EUTR regulation] is still a problem, e.g., are the wooden handles of hammers also included? No one seems to know how extensively to deal with the EUTR requirements”. The company interviewees had generally not recognized a need to increase requirements on behalf of their suppliers because of the sufficient quality of the existing verification systems. Only one primary/value-added producer was forced to quit the importing of sawdust from a South-American country due to non-existing legality verification and due diligence by the supplier. Some companies pointed out that the requirements for suppliers actually increased due to the updated PEFC and FSC standards searching for compliance with the EUTR.

The last question was set to analyze whether the EUTR transition period from stage 1 interviews in 2011 to stage 3 in 2015 had resulted in more outward-facing strategies in certification communication. Basically, no signs of interaction or increased synergies between the companies, their suppliers, customers, certification organizations, or other stakeholders were seen that would increase the publicity and awareness of sustainability issues and wood material certificates. The sample companies do not apply forest and CoC certifications as outward-facing strategy tools, but only reactively to secure their environmental claims, as indicated in a comment by one value-added company representative: “Forest and CoC certification information is for our own customers only, but otherwise we maintain a low profile concerning our certificates. Certification is introduced only when asked, but we do not overactively take initiatives to present our [PEFC] certification, because it still divides opinions in global markets [FSC vs. PEFC]”. A representative of a large primary/value-added company enforced this view and also voiced the negative impact of certification in the larger construction material markets: “Public disputes of competing certificates [FSC and PEFC] negatively affect the image of sustainable wood products, while competing materials such as concrete and steel are already more popular price-wise and have no such public controversies”.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The results of our qualitative case study confirmed the existing literature that the business-to-business customer demand continues to be the major driver for the forest and CoC certification uptake [18]. Moreover, the demand for certified products in not inherently from the consumer markets [7,18], but the pressure comes from global corporations, governments, NGOs, and investors [13–15,18–22].
According to the results, the interviewed Finnish wood industry companies have currently in place customer-facing forest and CoC certification strategies. These companies, however, seem to be only conveying the certification information to their customers, without being more deeply aware of their customer values or communicating their own company values. Forest certificates seem to have been adopted fairly spontaneously by these companies and implementing the industry dominant culture without strategic planning or utilizing the certification in their own marketing and wider stakeholder communication. Only in a few cases companies had developed more outward-facing strategies, in which they would also use certification for marketing and communicating their company values or product-level environmental claims.

However, all companies in our sample provided information to their customers and stakeholders without knowing more explicitly what the actual value and use of this information is for their customers. In theory, a better understanding of customer value could contribute to more product and service innovations and improved customer engagement and loyalty, e.g., [39,42]. In general there was no cooperation between the companies and stakeholders to publicly communicate sustainability issues and wood raw material certification.

While the institutional changes are seen as good opportunities to integrate strategies and improve the cohesiveness of the entire value-network [8], the beginning of the implementation period of the EUTR has shown that the undergone changes in the overall Finnish wood industry value chain are so insignificant that the overall situation is likely to remain.

Our findings suggest that the EUTR is not likely to impact domestic timber producers and large importers with existing certification in Finland, while the impact will be on SMEs importing timber from outside the EU without any existing traceability systems and on downstream wholesale/retail companies providing a variety of wood products. These finding were in line with Toppinen et al. [24] and highly confirmative with Trishkin et al. [31], noting that SMEs in Russia are most likely to find it difficult to deal with the EUTR requirements and due diligence, because of lack acquired certificates as well as human and technical resources. The experts in our study were skeptical that these SMEs in particular would adopt forest and CoC certification instead of less costly legality verification systems.

Our results of the ex post EUTR analysis further confirmed that only SMEs without existing traceability systems have been forced to consider the establishment of new legality verification systems. Contrary to the expert opinions, forest and CoC certification are the preferred options for these companies instead of other legality verification systems, due to the forest certification requirements and demand from the larger wholesale/retail companies. This finding was also in line with Cashore and Stone [19], who suggested that public policies, such as the Lacey act in the US and the EUTR with requirements for timber legality verification may have a positive effect on the uptake of certification. These findings also give support for previous observation that only minor changes and costs are likely to occur for firms with existing forest and CoC certifications [28,29], but some shifts in international trade flows from more reliable sources are likely to happen [32].

The ex post EUTR results also confirmed that the EUTR has been unable to underpin any substantial end consumer demand for certified timber products and end consumer demand and markets for forest and CoC certification therefore continue to be of limited scope, as suggested by Räty et al. [7]. However, some interest for certification is originating from large-scale construction companies interested in green building projects and wholesale-/retail-level companies initiating certification schemes [54].
The EUTR appears to enforce the supplier-client relations in the Finnish wood industry value chain and also the supplier-facing certification strategies in addition to prevailing customer-facing strategies. However, the sector still lacks public and integrated outward-facing strategies to make added value from the forest certificates at each value chain level and eventually in broader material markets. In this regard, the existence of two parallel forest certificates (FSC and PEFC) seems to hamper the effective communication and building of an image of sustainable wood products among customers and end consumers, which are also exposed to general environmental communication, e.g., in the building material markets.

The implications for managers are that in order to gain competitive advantage from the certification, e.g., in the broader material markets, companies throughout the forest industry value-chain need to develop their environmental management and certification strategies [7,31,55]. The ideal strategy would be an outward-facing strategy, where the company values are communicated to customers and to other stakeholders and the company is also aware of their customer and stakeholder values. Only this way it is possible to integrate the certification strategies so that the certification communication and marketing is cohesive and reflecting the values of the whole value-network or industry. Moreover, enhancing the integration of shared value within the value-network could contribute to creation of service innovations and improved stakeholder engagement, building customer loyalty and improving overall financial performance [56].

The role of the certification organizations, in this regard, could be, thus, as facilitating the company cooperation and enhancing value integration also in accommodating more effective communication via existing and parallel forest certification schemes. The certification organizations can also enhance and coordinate their communication better in order to build deeper industry culture for sustainability around the forest and CoC certification in the new era of EUTR.
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Appendix

Appendix A

Stage 1. Questions for wood industry value chain members regarding forest and CoC certification ex ante the EUTR:

1. Which forest and CoC certifications are implemented in your company (with the year of adoption) and which are the most crucial? Why?
2. What are your focus groups for the adopted certificates, e.g., suppliers, customers, consumers, competitors, NGOs, and/or other stakeholders?
3. What is the origin of the raw material used by your company (local/domestic/international)?
4. What kind of environmental information do your customers demand? Do you know why?
5. What kind of environmental information do you demand from your suppliers? Why?
6. What is the environmental communication strategy of your company? How is it implemented within the company, who does it target, what are its main concepts and methods?

Stage 2. Questions for experts on forest certification and EUTR regarding the impact of EUTR on certification:

1. How have your organization/members prepared for the enforcement/implementation of the EUTR: e.g., what standards or codes of conduct have been developed? Has there been any other development that improves the credibility of your organization to meet the new EU requirements?
2. Will there be changes in the cost structure for attaining forest and CoC certification after the introduction of the EUTR and obligatory legality assurance in the Finnish case?
3. Will the EUTR require some changes in company-level practices and strategies in terms of forest and CoC certification?
4. What impacts on forest certification supply and demand on the different levels of the Finnish wood product value chain do you perceive to be likely through the implementation of the EUTR?

Stage 3. Questions for wood industry value chain members regarding forest and CoC certifications ex post the EUTR:

1. What is the origin of the raw material used by your company (local/domestic/international)?
2. Have you changed your raw material suppliers due to the EUTR? If yes, in what way? (what are the old and updated origins)?
3. Which certificates/legality verification systems/management systems does your organization hold? What changes have been implemented after the introduction of the EUTR?
4. How do your customers perceive the importance of forest certificates/legality verification systems, or other sustainability messages? If they are considered important, which customer/stakeholder groups in particular find them so? What changes have been implemented after the introduction of the EUTR?
5. What kind of environmental, sustainability, or legality information do you request from your suppliers? What changes have occurred after the introduction of the EUTR?
6. How would you define your organizations’ attempts to increase public awareness and communication concerning sustainability issues in the end consumer market? What kind of new activities have resulted from the introduction of the EUTR?
Appendix B

Use of forest certification, CoC, and environmental management systems ex ante EUTR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value chain level, num. of companies</th>
<th>Primary, 1</th>
<th>Primary/Value added, 3</th>
<th>Value added (domestic markets), 3</th>
<th>Value added (export markets), 6</th>
<th>Construction, 2</th>
<th>Wholesale/Retail, 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labels</td>
<td>PEFC and ISO14001</td>
<td>FSC, PEFC, ISO14001, EMAS</td>
<td>None / Finnish Key Flag symbol</td>
<td>PEFC / Nordic eco-label / Realwood and ISO14001</td>
<td>None / PEFC and ISO14001</td>
<td>PEFC / ISO14001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main message</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Origin / Quality / Sustainability / Stakeholder values</td>
<td>Origin / Quality</td>
<td>Origin / Quality / Sustainability, Ethics</td>
<td>Quality, Company values</td>
<td>Process efficiency / sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certification uptake</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Spontaneous / Planned</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood origin</td>
<td>Domestic / Local</td>
<td>Domestic / Local</td>
<td>Domestic / Russian imports</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Domestic / Local</td>
<td>Domestic / Russian imports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of exports (%)</td>
<td>around 50%</td>
<td>more than 55%</td>
<td>less than 15%</td>
<td>more than 50%</td>
<td>20% / 60%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company size</td>
<td>Very Large</td>
<td>Very Large</td>
<td>Small / Medium</td>
<td>Small / Medium / Large</td>
<td>Medium / Very Large</td>
<td>Very Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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